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Dvadtcat let spustia posle Tretei mirovoi voiny poslednie vyzhivshie liudi priachutsia na stantciiakh i v
tunneliakh moskovskogo metro, samogo bolshogo na Zemle protivoatomnogo bomboubezhishcha.
Poverkhnost planety zarazhena i neprigodna dlia obitaniia, i stantcii metro stanoviatsia poslednim
pristanishchem dlia cheloveka... Oni prevrashchaiutsia v nezavisimye goroda-gosudarstva, kotorye
sopernichaiut i voiuiut drug s drugom. Oni ne gotovy primiritsia dazhe pered litcom novoi strashnoi
opasnosti, kotoraia ugrozhaet vsem liudiam okonchatelnym istrebleniem. Artem, dvadtcatiletnii paren so
stantcii VDNKh, dolzhen proiti cherez vse metro, chtoby spasti svoi edinstvennyi dom Ð²Ð'â€œ i vse
chelovechestvo. Ð'Â«Metro 2033Ð'Â» Ð²Ð'â€ kultovyi roman-antiutopiia, odin iz glavnykh rossiiskikh
bestsellerov nulevykh. Pereveden na 37 inostrannykh iazykov, zainteresoval Gollivud, prevrashchen v
atmosfernye kompiuternye blokbastery, porodil tceluiu knizhnuiu vselennuiu i nastoiashchuiu molodezhnuiu
subkulturu vo vsem mire.
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From reader reviews:

Candy Yazzie:

With other case, little persons like to read book Metro 2033. You can choose the best book if you want
reading a book. Provided that we know about how is important any book Metro 2033. You can add
knowledge and of course you can around the world by the book. Absolutely right, because from book you
can know everything! From your country until eventually foreign or abroad you will be known. About
simple thing until wonderful thing you may know that. In this era, we can easily open a book or maybe
searching by internet product. It is called e-book. You can utilize it when you feel bored stiff to go to the
library. Let's examine.

Chuck Deschenes:

The reason why? Because this Metro 2033 is an unordinary book that the inside of the e-book waiting for
you to snap this but latter it will surprise you with the secret this inside. Reading this book close to it was
fantastic author who also write the book in such wonderful way makes the content inside easier to
understand, entertaining way but still convey the meaning totally. So , it is good for you because of not
hesitating having this anymore or you going to regret it. This book will give you a lot of benefits than the
other book get such as help improving your proficiency and your critical thinking technique. So , still want to
hold off having that book? If I ended up you I will go to the e-book store hurriedly.

Gwendolyn Harrison:

Reading a book to get new life style in this season; every people loves to learn a book. When you study a
book you can get a lot of benefit. When you read books, you can improve your knowledge, mainly because
book has a lot of information in it. The information that you will get depend on what forms of book that you
have read. If you wish to get information about your review, you can read education books, but if you want
to entertain yourself you can read a fiction books, this sort of us novel, comics, in addition to soon. The
Metro 2033 will give you new experience in reading a book.

Jeff Keenan:

It is possible to spend your free time to see this book this e-book. This Metro 2033 is simple to develop you
can read it in the area, in the beach, train as well as soon. If you did not possess much space to bring the
particular printed book, you can buy typically the e-book. It is make you quicker to read it. You can save
typically the book in your smart phone. And so there are a lot of benefits that you will get when one buys this
book.
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